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if youre the type who creates high-quality digital content on a regular basis and you want to get the most out of your investment in new v-ray tools, then its time to stop doing things the old way. so, when you go to create
something extraordinary, dont settle for something ordinary. be extraordinary. be inspired. be motivated. be great. for a limited time, the all-new v-ray studio application is available for free with purchase of a qualifying

subscription to autodesk media and entertainment. with v-ray studio, youll have the power to create amazing graphics right in the program you know and love. v-ray studio is a great way to explore your v-ray options and start
creating your first-ever renders. and once youre ready to take your v-ray skills to a higher level, you can upgrade to a premium version at a reasonable price. whether youre a seasoned 3d pro or are just getting started, v-ray

studio is the easy-to-use application that lets you quickly explore your options and create professional looking graphics. with this free application, you can quickly try out hundreds of settings and features right in your normal 3ds
max workflow. once youre ready to take your v-ray skills to a higher level, you can upgrade to a premium version at a reasonable price. and your v-ray studio subscription lets you create visuals with more realism, efficiency, and

ease than ever before. v-ray studio lets you work with the most realistic materials and the most sophisticated scenes. and it lets you easily customize them as you work.
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overall, i would rate the precision m6600 a good machine for the money. if your looking for a budget workstation for the home or a classroom environment, the m6600 is a great choice. if youre looking for a system that will run a
wide variety of applications, the m6600 is also a good choice. the precision m6600 excels with dcc applications, especially with maya and 3ds max, and i would rate it as a solid mid-range workstation for the home or classroom.
the m6600 is a solid mid-range workstation for the home or classroom. the precision m6600 has great value for the money, and even comes with a copy of v-ray 2.0, which is the premier and most affordable version of autodesk

3ds max 2012 v-ray. with the cube scene, the m6600 is consistently the fastest system, with the z810 well beaten in most tests. the z410 is very similar in performance, with the m6600 outperforming it in the 100r, 100l, and 100t
tests, and with the cpu being well ahead of the gpu in all other tests. all of the z series systems were much faster than the m series systems, with the only exception being the sl500. the firepro v8800 and the quadro 2000 are very

similar in performance, with the firepro v8800 being a slight bit faster in most tests. even though it is a fairly old machine, the m6600 handled the majority of the scenes well, with the only major exception being the troll. i was
suprised how well the m6600 handled the geometry test scene, coming in second place behind the z810. in the polygonal jungle test, the m6600 was a little bit slower than the other systems, but only by a small margin, and in the
majority of tests, it was faster. the sl500 was a little slower than the z810, but it was still faster than the quadro 2000 in most tests. the z810 was a little faster than the sl500, and the quadro 2000 was the fastest system in every

test. 5ec8ef588b
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